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ABSTRACT

DNA hairpins produce ionic current signatures when
captured by the alpha-hemolysin nano-scale pore
under conditions of single molecule electrophoresis.
Gating patterns produced by individual DNA hairpins
when captured can be used to distinguish differ-
ences of a single base pair or even a single nucleotide
[Vercoutere,W.A. et al. (2003) Nucleic Acids Res., 31,
1311–1318]. Here we investigate the mechanism(s)
that may account for the ionic current gating sig-
natures. The ionic current resistance profile of con-
ductance states produced by DNA hairpin molecules
with 3–12 bp stems showed a plateau in resistance
between 10 and 12 bp, suggesting that hairpins with
10–12 bp stems span the pore vestibule. DNA
hairpins with 9–12 bp stems produced gating signa-
tures with the same relative conductance states.
Systematic comparison of the conductance state
dwell times and apparent activation energies for a
series of 9–10 bp DNA hairpins suggest that the
30 and 50 ends interact at or near the limiting aperture
within the vestibule of the alpha-hemolysin pore. The
model presented may be useful in predicting and
interpreting DNA detection using nanopore detec-
tors. In addition, this well-defined molecular system
may prove useful for investigating models of
ligand-gated channels in biological membranes.

INTRODUCTION

Scrutiny of short oligomers (<20 bp) has yielded rich
detail about DNA structure and stability that has been
valuable for understanding the biological functions of DNA

[e.g. (1–5)]. In particular, investigating DNA hairpin mole-
cules has helped elucidate the relationship between DNA
hairpin dynamics and structure. These studies have helped
clarify the function of hairpin and hairpin-like structures in
biological activities where DNA zipping end dynamics are
important, such as transcription, replication and repair
(6–12). Methods including atomic force microscopy (13),
optical tweezers (14) and molecular beacons (15) have
recently been used to reveal the dynamics of DNA hairpin
folding and unfolding at the single molecule level. A newly
introduced method for examining single molecule DNA hair-
pins may be able to contribute to this area. In this method,
unmodified nucleic acid is sampled from bulk phase using
electrophoresis through a single nano-scale channel (16,17).
A captured DNA or RNA molecule produces a characteristic
ionic current blockade (18–25). The specific ionic current
gating signatures may be used to discriminate among DNA
hairpin molecules based on structural differences that corre-
spond to differences in thermodynamic stability (16). Here
we demonstrate the ability of the nanopore to discriminate
among individual nucleotides at the terminus of DNA hairpin
molecules, and propose a general model to relate the differ-
ences in molecular signatures detected by the pore to specific
DNA conformational changes.

The nano-scale pore showing the highest sensitivity to
individual DNA molecule structure and dynamics has been
the alpha-hemolysin protein channel (16,17,26). The hemoly-
sin pore self-assembles to form a heptameric structure with a
2.4 nm mouth defined by a ring of threonines, which leads
into a wider vestibule (�3.6 nm maximum diameter). The
vestibule narrows to a 1.5 nm diameter limiting aperture
defined by an alternating ring of lysines and glutamates,
which is followed by a �2 nm diameter transmembrane
stem (27) (Figure 1). The alpha-hemolysin pore has been
used to study single-stranded (18,19,21,25,28,29) and double-
stranded DNA (dsDNA) molecules (16,17,26,30–34). DNA is
added to the cis side of the pore, and an applied potential
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draws molecules one at a time into the vestibule and through
the channel. Duplex DNA can enter the pore vestibule, while
only single-stranded DNA (ssDNA) can translocate through
the limiting aperture (16,31,34). Because of the relatively
large dimensions of the alpha-hemolysin ion channel, water
molecules in the pore can be regarded as bulk phase, except
for at the narrow constriction at the limiting aperture
(21,35,36). Models developed to describe DNA-pore interac-
tion have been focused on single-stranded capture and
translocation though the limiting aperture (37–42). Our
studies are the first to present a model to explain how
dsDNA captured in the alpha-hemolysin vestibule may
modulate ionic current (17).

For DNA hairpins captured in the pore vestibule, the ionic
current amplitude decreases in proportion to hairpin stem
length. DNA hairpins with 3 through 7 bp stems produce a
single amplitude blockade, or conductance state, from 68%
residual current (I/Io) caused by a 3 bp stem to 49% I/Io for
a 7 bp stem. Blockade duration correlates directly with
hairpin stability for hairpins with 3 to 8 bp stems (16).

Eight or nine base pair hairpins produce ionic current
traces that transition between several discrete conductance
states (16). The 9 bp hairpin gating signature has four
conductance states (Figure 2). Changes in the terminal base
pair identity alter the conductance level durations, but
not amplitude. Three conductance states, at 49, 35 and 32%

Figure 1. Cross section of the alpha-hemolysin ion channel showing the internal dimensions. The opening of the pore is 2.6 nm, which narrows slightly to 2.4 nm
and then widens into the interior vestibule. The vestibule is 3.6 nm at its widest. The channel narrows again to the 1.5 nm limiting aperture, and ends with a
2.2 nm opening. [Image modified from Deamer and Branton (21)].

Figure 2. Ionic current signature produced by a single 9 bpC�G hairpin molecule captured in the alpha-hemolysin ion channel. Open channel current is shown
(120 pA) terminating in a sharp drop in current that indicates the capture of the hairpin molecule. Ionic current is impeded by the captured hairpin in a
characteristic blockade pattern that contains three conductance states with durations in the millisecond time scale. The conductance states are named according to
the relative residual current (I/Io). Upper Level, UL, is �48% I/Io, Intermediate Level, IL, is �34% I/Io and Lower Level, LL is �32% I/Io. A fourth
conductance state level (S) spikes with very short life times to a near full blockade, �14% I/Io. DNA hairpin molecules with stem lengths from 10 to 12 bp cause
blockade signatures with the same relative conductance states, but with longer durations and less residual current for UL, IL and LL.
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I/Io, have dwell times in the millisecond range. These
low-frequency states were designated as upper level (UL),
intermediate level (IL) and lower level (LL), based on the
relative current amplitude measured for each state (16,17).
The fourth conductance state corresponds to high-frequency
current deflections from the LL to near full blockade,
which we designated the spike level (SL). The spike events
result from the DNA duplex fraying at its terminus and one
frayed strand extending toward the limiting aperture; this is
the subject of a separate study (DeGuzman,V.S. manuscript
in preparation). DNA hairpins remain base paired while
producing the characteristic ionic current blockades, because
mismatches placed higher in hp sequence that destabilize the
hairpin shorten the duration, but do not alter the amplitude or
pattern of the gating event, [(16) for 6 bp hairpin; data not
shown for 9 bp hairpins]. This also suggests that the strength
of the potential field on the hairpin terminus is equal to or
less than the �12–14 pN required to rapidly unzip duplex
DNA (13,31,43). Watson–Crick base pair identity and ori-
entation at the terminus of individual 9 bp hairpin molecules
can be distinguished (17,26). The differences in gating pat-
terns correspond to differences in DG, free energy of forma-
tion (17). To elucidate DNA sequence-dependent end
dynamics using this detector, it is critical to have an under-
standing of the physical conformational changes or DNA–
protein interactions that account for the differences in gating
patterns.

Previously, we proposed a mechanistic model where the
low-frequency conductance states are due to the orientation
of the DNA hairpin within the alpha-hemolysin vestibule,
and may include transient association of the terminal base
pair with the vestibule interior (Figure 3) (17). In our
model, the blunt end of the hp is drawn into the vestibule,
while the hairpin loop is unable to enter (16). Using the
crystal structure of the hemolysin channel (27), we calculate
that the 33 s distance between threonines (T9) at the vesti-
bule mouth and the lysines (K147) forming the limiting aper-
ture is approximately equivalent to the length of a 10 bp DNA
duplex (3.4 s/bp). We therefore predict that hairpins at 10 bp
or longer may reach the limiting aperture. Detection of

differences may be most sensitive to the terminus of DNA
hairpins�10 bp long because of the proximity to the strongest
part of the potential field. Upon capture of a 9 bp DNA hair-
pin molecule, our model proposes that the initial state, the
IL (see Figure 2), is due to an electrostatic interaction
between the terminal base pair and residues in the
vestibule wall. We predicted that the dwell time for this
intermediate conductance state is largely independent of
base pair identity or orientation, presumably because the
interaction with the protein surface is electrostatic. The IL
state invariably transitions to the upper conductance state,
UL. In our model, this state corresponds to desorption of
the terminal base pair from the protein wall and thermal
motion of the hairpin stem in central or angular orientations
that allow greater ion current flow through the limiting aper-
ture. From the UL conductance state, the hairpin may return
to the IL state or it may transition into a third conductance
state, LL. Residence time in the LL is dependent on termi-
nal base pair identity and orientation. We hypothesize that
the LL is produced when one or both terminal nucleotides
of the duplex stem adsorbs to the protein in close proximity
to the pore-limiting aperture. In this orientation, the terminal
base pair interacts significantly with the ion current at the
limiting aperture.

The aim of this work is to test the proposed model.
We examined a series of DNA hairpin molecules with stem
lengths ranging from 3 to 12 bp using the alpha-hemolysin
pore detector, and applied kinetic analysis to the current
gating signatures. DNA hairpins with 9–12 bp produced
gating signatures with the same relative conductance states,
IL, UL, LL and SL. To probe the sensitivity of the nanopore
detector to changes in DNA and to investigate the underlying
mechanism, we measured conductance state dwell times
and activation energy of transitions among the IL, UL and
LL conductance states. We examined ionic current blockades
produced by 9 bp hairpins with either: (i) a 50 phosphate, aba-
sic or nucleotide overhang, (ii) a 30 phosphate, abasic or nuc-
leotide overhang, and 10 bp hairpins with either (iii) a
Watson–Crick terminal base pair or (iv) a terminal base
pair mismatch. Nucleotide identity and orientation affected

Figure 3. Proposed orientations of a DNA hairpin within the alpha-hemolysin vestibule, corresponding with conductance states IL, UL and LL (see conductance
state transition pattern in Figure 2). The alpha-hemolysin channel is shown in cross section with a ribbon diagram figure of a DNA hp captured within the
vestibule. Upon capture, the hairpin first produces the intermediate level conductance state (IL, left panel), and then transitions into upper level (UL, center
panel). From UL, the ionic current blockade pattern produced by a DNA hairpin can transition to either IL or Lower Level (LL, right panel). Each panel
corresponds with a conductance level, and depicts an orientation suggested by our results. The left panel shows the DNA hp terminus near the vestibule wall as
suggested for IL; the center panel shows the DNA base pair stem oriented along the central axis, as proposed for UL; the right panel shows the DNA terminus
shifted just off the central axis to indicate association at or near the limiting aperture, as proposed for LL. [Image modified from (21)]
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dwell times and activation energies of transition among the
IL, UL and LL conductance states. We found that the 30

and 50 ends individually produce different types of changes
to the ionic current gating signatures, indicating that a differ-
ent type of interaction occurs between each end and the pro-
tein channel field. Our results support and expand
on our model describing how single DNA molecules modu-
late ionic current when captured in an alpha-hemolysin
pore, and show how this tool may be used to examine
the end dynamics of single molecule DNA. The improved
model is intended to provide further context for predicting
and interpreting DNA detection using nanopore detectors.
Because the ion channel and DNA structures are known,
this system may also prove useful as a model of ligand-gated
ion channels.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Materials

Nucleotides used for the synthesis of DNA duplexes were pur-
chased from Glen Research (Sterling, VA). The membrane
pore protein, alpha-hemolysin, was purchased from Cal-
biochem (San Diego, CA). Diphytanoyl-phosphatidylcholine
was obtained from Avanti Polar Lipids (Alabaster, AL) and
was used without further purification. All other chemicals
were purchased from Fisher Scientific unless otherwise noted.

DNA hairpin synthesis

DNA oligonucleotides were synthesized using an ABI
392 synthesizer (Foster City, CA). The DNA oligonucleotides
were purified by PAGE and stored at �70�C in TE
buffer. In the series of DNA hairpin molecules containing
3–12 bp, the sequence of the DNA hairpin stems were var-
ied by either adding or removing base pairs from a well
characterized 6 bp hairpin (44). The prediction that each
hairpin would adopt one base paired structure at 23�C was
confirmed using the DNA Mfold web server (45). For the
series of DNA hairpin molecules containing between 9 and
10 bp, a single phosphate, abasic or nucleotide overhang
was added on either the 50 or 30 end or to both ends on a

core 9 bp hairpin sequence (Table 1). All hairpin loops
were composed of 4dT and were closed with a G�C
base pair. The DNA Mfold web server was used to calculate
the base paired structure and DG for each hairpin at
23�C (45).

Hemolysin pore in a lipid bilayer

Each experiment was done with a single alpha-hemolysin
channel inserted into a diphytanoyl-phosphatidylcholine/
hexadecane bilayer as described in previous reports. Briefly,
the bilayer is formed across a 20 mm diameter horizontal
Teflon aperture (18). Two 70 ml chambers are separated by
the bilayer, each containing KCl buffer [1 M KCl and
10 mM HEPES (pH 8.0)]. Voltage is applied across the
bilayer using Ag-AgCl electrodes. The elimination of ionic
current indicates the successful formation of a bilayer between
the chambers. With the bilayer in place, a dilute solution of
monomeric alpha-hemolysin is added to the cis chamber.
Self-assembly of the protein subunits into a stable heptameric
pore inserted across the bilayer results in a steady current
under an applied voltage. Once a channel inserts into the
bilayer, the excess monomer subunits are perfused from the
cis chamber to prevent the formation of more protein pores
in the bilayer.

Data acquisition

To investigate a given DNA molecule, the oligonucleotide
was added to the cis chamber to a final concentration of
10 mM. Experiments were run at temperatures ranging from
10 to 44�C, with the temperature controlled by a Newport
350 temperature controller (Irvine, CA) combined with a
customized Peltier device. An experiment is defined as the
set of ionic current data for a particular molecule collected
from one channel. Ionic current was monitored at 50 kHz
bandwidth using a lowpass (10 kHz) Bessel filter and
recorded at 20 ms intervals (50 kHz), using an Axopatch
200B amplifier (Axon Instruments, Foster City, CA) coupled
to an Axon Digidata 1320A digitizer. An applied potential of
120 mV with trans side positive was used for all experiments,
which produced an open channel current (Io) of 120 ± 5 pA
with 1.0 M KCl at 23�C.

Table 1. Sequences of DNA hairpins used for stem resistance analysis (Figure 3)

Predicted
hairpin
secondary
structure

TT
T T
G C
C G
C G

TT
T T
G C
C G
A T
C G

TT
T T
G C
C G
A T
A T
C G

TT
T T
G C
C G
A T
A T
G C
C G

TT
T T
G C
C G
A T
A T
G C
T A
C G

TT
T T
G C
C G
A T
A T
G C
C G
T A
C G

TT
T T
G C
C G
A T
A T
G C
C G
T A
T A
C G

TT
T T
G C
C G
A T
A T
G C
C G
T A
T A
C G
C G

TT
T T
G C
C G
A T
A T
G C
C G
T A
T A
C G
G C
C G

TT
T T
G C
C G
A T
A T
G C
C G
T A
T A
C G
A A
T A
C G

Stem length (bp) 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12
DG�23 (kcal/mol) �3.0 �4.4 �5.7 �8.1 �8.9 �11.3 �12.6 �14.7 �17.7 �14.7

The free energy of formation (DG�23) for each hairpin was calculated using Mfold (45).
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Data analysis

Analysis of current blockade amplitudes and durations was
performed using Fetchan 6.0, 6.01 and Clampfit 9.0, 9.2
(Axon Instruments) on data filtered at 2 kHz using a digital
lowpass Gaussian filter (Axon Instruments). In unusual
cases (<10% of signals), the current blockades and amplitude
differences between conductance states for a single hairpin
type were markedly different from typical signals, and
these data points were not included in the analysis.

Resistance (R) was calculated using V ¼ IR, where V ¼
applied potential and I ¼ experimentally determined residual
current of a given conductance state. Conductance state dwell
times (tau, t) were determined as an ensemble average of the
single molecule event data using Clampfit 9.0, 9.2 (Axon
Instruments). Scatter plots of amplitude versus duration
were used to verify a single population. For each conductance
state, t was determined using a log plot of conductance state
event durations. Dwell time histograms were best fit using a
single-term log probability function. Intermediate level tau,
tIL, refers to the weighted mean duration of IL before a tran-
sition to UL. LL tau, tIL, refers to the weighted mean duration
of LL before a transition to UL. UL tau, tUL, refers to the
weighted mean duration of UL before a transition to IL or
LL. The tau values for UL transitions to IL or to LL were
not significantly difference, and therefore were calculated
as one value.

To calculate activation energy (Ea) for each conductance
state, dwell rate was obtained as the inverse of dwell time
(46). The value of Ea is the product of the slope from an
Arrhenius plot, ln(dwell rate) against 1/T (in Kelvin), and
the ideal gas constant (�8.314 J/K). For the purposes of

analysis, the number of hairpin exit transitions (transloca-
tion) was <1% compared to transitions from IL to UL or
LL to UL. Thus IL Ea refers to the activation energy
required to transition from IL to UL, and LL Ea refers to
the energy required to transition from LL to UL. The UL
Ea gives the energy required to transition from UL to either
IL or LL.

RESULTS

Conductance state resistance reached a plateau
as hairpin stem lengthened to 12 bp

We measured conductance state amplitude and duration for
DNA hairpin molecules with 3–12 bp stems, and calculated
resistances in Gohm (Figure 4). Within a gating event, the
number of conductance states and the amplitude of conduc-
tance states depended on stem length. As shown previously,
DNA hairpins with 3–7 bp stems each produced a single
conductance state, and the 8 bp hairpin produced ionic cur-
rent gating events that transitioned between two conductance
states, with resistances of 35 and 49% I/Io (16). Resistance
values increased incrementally from 0.5 to 1 Gohm.

With these experiments, we observed for the first time that
hairpins with 9 bp through 12 bp stems produced ionic cur-
rent blockades that transitioned among three millisecond
time scale conductance states. DNA hairpins with more
than 12 bp produced a near full, long-duration blockade
that did not show a gating pattern. For example, a 21 bp
DNA hairpin caused a single conductance state blockade
with a resistance of 2.85 Gohm (see Figure 4). For each

Figure 4. Ionic current resistance produced by hairpins with increasing stem lengths. 3–7 bp hairpins show a single conductance level, which we interpreted as
corresponding to upper level, UL (solid triangles). Hairpin molecules with 8 or more base pairs showed additional conductance states: intermediate level, IL
(open diamonds), and lower level, LL (open circles). IL and LL resistance values overlapped for 11 and 12 bp hairpins. Resistance curves for IL and LL
conductance levels plateau at 2.5 Gohms, for UL at 1.3 Gohms. DNA hairpins with more than 12 bp produced a near full, long-duration blockade that did not
show a gating pattern. The example shown was a 21 bp DNA hairpin, which caused a single conductance state blockade (which we interpret as LL) with a
resistance of 2.85 Gohm. Each value was calculated from at least three experiments. Error bars represent standard error; for some data, the symbol is larger than
the span of the error bar.
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DNA hairpin length, the conductance states had the same rel-
ative amplitude levels corresponding to the IL, UL and LL
identified previously for the 9 bp hairpin (17). For each addi-
tional base pair from 9 to 12 bp, all three conductance states
showed deeper amplitudes and longer durations. A plot of
resistance values for all conductance states as a function of
hairpin stem length (number of base pairs) shows the resis-
tance values for the single conductance state events (i.e. 3–
7 bp hp events) were close in value to the resistance calcu-
lated for the UL of the two- and three-level events. The
data for the other two conductance levels, IL and LL, overlap
(Figure 4). Overall, the plotted data reach a plateau at two
resistance values. Our model can explain this division in
resistance values. Our model asserts that a captured hairpin
is in a bound or unbound orientation, where the unbound
state has a lower resistance than the bound state. The
unbound state is equivalent to the UL in the 8–12 bp hairpin
gating events. Hairpins with stems less than 8 bp are too short
to reach a bound orientation and only exhibit the unbound
resistance value. Therefore, the 3–7 bp resistance values cor-
respond to the UL conductance state; we have labeled them
accordingly. As suggested by the physical dimensions of
the pore depth and dsDNA length, the resistance curve pla-
teau provides further indication that hairpins with 9–12 bp
span the pore vestibule from mouth to limiting aperture.

Conductance state dwell times depend on identity
of terminal nucleotide(s)

Our results here showed that hairpins with 9 to 12 bp stems
produced the same relative conductance states. We therefore
hypothesize that the same mechanism may explain the gating
patterns produced 9–12 bp DNA hairpins. Our model predicts
that the millisecond time scale conductance states produced
by 9–12 bp DNA hairpins captured in the alpha-hemolysin
pore correspond to different bound or unbound orientations
of the hp stem within the pore vestibule, and that the stability
of the bound or unbound orientations is dependent upon the
identity of the terminal nucleotide(s). The stability of these
orientations may also correlate with the change in free energy
of formation (ddG) for each molecule (Table 2). To test the
predictions of our model, we made changes to the 50 and/or
30 ends of a core 9 bp hairpin sequence and measured the
effects on the dwell time, t, for each conductance state. For
a subset of the molecules tested, we also measured the tem-
perature dependence of the gating patterns and calculated
apparent activation energy. The DNA hairpins we examined
consisted of a 22mer, 9 bp C�G, as the core structure with an
additional nucleotide (10 bpN�- or 10 bp-�N) or pair of
nucleotides (10 bpN�N) added to the terminus. To test the
contribution to the blockade duration from charge and
shape, we examined the 9 bpC�G with a phosphate or an aba-
sic overhang on the 50 side [9 bp Cp�G or 9 bp (C/ab)�G] or
the 30 side [9 bp C�Gp or 9 bp C�(G/ab)]. Phosphorylation
of either the 50 or the 30 end tested the effects of additional
negative charge without significant additional length. An aba-
sic phosphate-sugar backbone overhang on either the 50 or 30

end tested the effects of additional charge and length.
The abasic overhang also offered a negative control for
possible steric and hydrogen bond interactions involving the
nucleotide base. We used a 10 bpT�T hairpin to investigate

the affect on dwell time of the presence of nucleotides on
both side with reduced base pair hydrogen bonding.

We expect 50 and 30 ends to produce a difference even with
the same charge or nucleotide because of configuration differ-
ences. We also expect different charge or nucleotides at the
same end to have different interactions. However, these
differences depend on what is presented to the protein—i.e.
ribose or phosphate, compared to a complete nucleotide. We
reasoned that if no difference is measured, then interactions,
if any, do not involve that which was changed. If the terminus
of the DNA does not interact with the pore, then variations in
the terminus would cause little to no difference in the conduc-
tance state durations, or a random difference to conductance
state durations. If, however, a change at the terminus pro-
duces a difference in one or more conductance state durations,
then interaction between the DNA and the pore is implied.

Kinetic analysis of the ionic current gating patterns showed
that the dwell time pattern for each DNA hairpin molecule
examined was unique and distinguishable from the others
(Tables 3 and 4). Overall, the dwell times for UL, IL and
LL for the 10 bp hairpins with Watson–Crick base pairing
along the stem were nearly all greater than values obtained
for the 9 bpC�G and corresponding overhang hairpins
(10 bpN�- or 10 bp-�N). For each conductance state, trends
in the affect from altering the terminal position were discern-
able. Among the three conductance states UL, IL and LL,
dwell time changes differed in magnitude, with increases in
duration for IL and UL ranging between 1 and 26·, and
increases in LL durations ranging from 20 to 60·.

Intermediate level dwell times. Our model predicts that IL
dwell times are due to an electrostatic interaction between
the terminal base pair and residues within the vestibule
wall, and are independent of base pair identity or orientation.
We found that the 50 overhangs (including phosphorylated
and abasic) resulted in little or no change in IL duration.
tIL values ranged from 1 to 7 ms (Table 3). tIL increased
more with the addition of an overhang in the 30 position
(including phosphorylated and abasic) (Table 3). Compared
to the 2 ms tIL for 9 bpC�G, the 9 bpC�Gp showed an
increase in tIL to 22 ms, and the 9 bpC�(G/ab) increased

Table 2. ddG for hairpin molecules using DG23

�
for the core 9 bpCG sequence

as the reference. These values were generated from the Mfold free energy of

formation (DG
�

23) for each hairpin (45)

ddG from 9 bpC�G
10 bpN�- 10 bp-�N

(A) With a single nucleotide overhang
Terminal nucleotide

C �0.70 �0.23
T �0.73 �0.53
G �0.92 �0.60
A �1.20 �0.97

(B) With a blunt end
Terminal base pair

T—T �1.26
T�A �1.46
T—A �1.70
A�T �1.60
A—T �1.73
C�G �2.12
G�C �2.58
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tIL to 11 ms. tIL for hairpins with 30 nucleotides ranged from
30 to 46 ms. Paired bases at the terminus increased tIL greater
than the sum of the corresponding individual 50 and 30 over-
hangs, except for the 10 bpT�A (Table 4). The presence of a
purine in the 50 position produced longer tIL relative to base
pair with the purine in the 30 position. The 10 bpT�T hairpin
tIL was shorter (30 ms) than the tIL for 10 bp-�T (46 ms). The
tIL for each blunt-ended molecule was in some cases less than
and in some cases greater than the sum of tIL for hairpins
with 50 and 30 overhangs corresponding to the blunt-ended
molecule. Although the increases in tIL for hairpins with
50 overhangs were small, they corresponded with the increase
in ddG of the molecules. The tIL increases for hairpins with
30 overhangs did not correlate with ddG of the molecules.
Changes in tIL for blunt-ended molecules also did not
correlate with ddG of the molecules. Consistent with our
model, these results indicate a role for the 30 end phosphate-
sugar backbone in IL conductance state, but also suggest a
role for the nucleotide base identity.

Upper level dwell times. Our model hypothesizes that UL cor-
responds to an orientation of the hairpin with the terminal
base pairs desorbed from the vestibule interior. This would
allow the hairpin to interact more freely with the potential
field. If correct, our model predicts increased dwell time to
result from increased charge on the hairpin end. Because
UL transitions to both IL and LL, we also might expect
two different lifetimes for UL. However, no significant
difference resulted for these two transitions. A single dwell
time value corresponding to transition to either IL or LL
was therefore calculated for UL. Compared to the 8 ms tUL

for 9 bpC�G, DNA hairpins with 50 overhangs (including
phosphorylated and abasic) showed little or no change in
UL duration; tUL values ranged from 7 to 21 ms (Table 3).
All tested 30 overhangs (including phosphorylated and abasic)

increased UL dwell times. 30 Phosphorylation increased tUL

to 20 ms, and 30 abasic increased tUL to 47 ms. 30 Single nuc-
leotide overhangs increased tUL ranging from 22 to 73 ms.
The presence of a Watson–Crick terminal base pair increased
tUL by 2.5 times for 10 bpT�A, and increased the change in
duration more—between 12 and 26 times—for the other three
terminal base pairs (A�T, C�G and G�C) (Table 4). There
was no pattern for dependence on orientation, identity or
number of hydrogen bonds. The mismatch on the 10 bpT�T
hairpin also increased tUL, to 49 ms. The tUL for each blunt-
ended molecule did not equal the sum of tUL for hairpins with
50 and 30 overhangs corresponding to the blunt-ended
molecule. tUL increases for hairpins with 50 or 30 overhangs
did not correlate with ddG of the molecules. Changes in
tUL for blunt-ended molecules also did not correlate with
ddG of the molecules. We conclude that the 30 end has a
greater impact on UL conductance state dwell time.

Lower level dwell times. Our model predicts that in the LL
conductance state one or both hairpin terminal ends directly
interact with residues at or near the limiting aperture. Consis-
tent with our model, modifications to either terminus affected
lower level dwell time (tLL). 50 Overhangs increased tLL,
with the exception of a 50 phosphate, which did not change
tLL (47 ms) (Table 3). 30 Overhangs decreased tLL, in the
range of 34–53 ms, compared to tLL for 9 bpC�G (52 ms).
The exception was a 30 phosphate, which increased tLL

(166 ms). The biggest effect to tLL resulted from the presence
of a Watson–Crick base pair at the terminus. Both the identity
and orientation of the terminal base pair affected tLL

(Table 4). The order of increasing tLL for the terminal base
pairs was: T�A < A�T < C�G < G�C. Specifically, the
10 bpT�A tLL was 12· longer than the 9 bpC�G,
10 bpA�T tLL was 33· longer, the 10 bpC�G was 54.5·
longer, and the 10 bpG�C was 160· longer. The dwell time
for the 10 bpT�T mismatch, 155 ms, was also greater than
for either 50 or 30 overhang alone. The tLL for each blunt-
ended molecule was greater than the sum of tLL for hairpins

Table 4. Conductance state dwell times for blunt-ended DNA hairpins

Terminal base pair Dwell time in ms at 23�C ± SE

IL
T--T 30 ± 0.12
TA 40 ± 0.12
AT 79 ± 0.25
CG 49 ± 0.32
GC 56 ± 3.08

UL
T--T 49 ± 0.24
TA 23 ± 0.07
AT 212 ± 0.83
CG 140 ± 1.31
GC 101 ± 10.3

LL
T--T 155 ± 1.31
TA 627 ± 4.67
AT 1653 ± 26.6
CG 2778 ± 92.2
GC 8013 ± 149

Errors represent SE at 99% confidence level. Each value was calculated from at
least three experiments, where each experiment contained�3000 conductance
events.

Table 3. Conductance state dwell times for DNA hairpins with overhangs

Terminal nucleotide Dwell time in ms at 23�C ± SE
10 bpN�- 10 bp-�N

IL
Phosphate 2 ± 0.01 22 ± 0.10
Abasic 1 ± 0.02 11 ± 0.01
A 7 ± 0.01 42 ± 0.10
G 6 ± 0.03 38 ± 0.06
T 3 ± 0.01 46 ± 0.14
C 4 ± 0.02 30 ± 0.05

UL
Phosphate 7 ± 0.01 20 ± 0.10
Abasic 20 ± 0.02 47 ± 0.03
A 7 ± 0.02 22 ± 0.05
G 21 ± 0.06 51 ± 0.09
T 16 ± 0.24 73 ± 0.16
C 11 ± 0.01 29 ± 0.05

LL
Phosphate 47 ± 0.21 166 ± 2.0
Abasic 242 ± 9.0 39 ± 0.03
A 206 ± 1.20 40 ± 0.16
G 241 ± 1.83 53 ± 0.21
T 93 ± 0.19 40 ± 0.13
C 127 ± 0.10 49 ± 0.20

Errors represent SE at 99% confidence level. Each value was calculated from at
least three experiments, where each experiment contained�3000 conductance
events.
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with 50 and 30 overhangs corresponding to the blunt-ended
molecule. The tLL increases for hairpins with 50 or 30

overhangs did not correlate with ddG of the molecules. How-
ever, changes in tLL for blunt-ended molecules correlated
with ddG of the molecules. These results support the premise
that the LL conductance state is a result of interactions
between the protein and both terminal ends.

Terminal nucleotide identity and 50 versus 30 orientation
affect conductance state stability

We next determined the apparent activation energies (Ea)
required for transitions among the 10 bp ionic current gating
conductance states using a subset of the molecules examined
for changes in conductance state duration. We measured the
affect of temperature on conductance state durations (t) for
9 bp hairpins with an abasic overhang on the 50 side or the
30 side, and for DNA hairpins with single nucleotide
overhangs, 10 bpT�-, 10 bpA�-, 10 bp-�T and 10 bp-�A,
and 10 bpT�A, 10 bpA�T and the mismatch 10 bpT�T. We
reasoned that the magnitude of differences in activation ener-
gies among conductance states for molecules in this set would
indicate the type of interaction or interactions that were
taking place. This could include steric, hydrogen bonding
or electrostatic interactions with the protein, or configuration
shifts in the DNA. We found that orientation and identity of
the nucleotide(s) at the terminal end affected activation
energies for transitions among conductance states (Table 5).
Compared with the blunt-ended DNA hairpins, both 50 and
30 overhang molecules had lower activation energies for all
three conductance levels. The presence of a 50 overhang
lowered the apparent activation energy for IL and UL
more than a 30 overhang, while the LL activation energy

was lowered more by the presence of a 30 overhang than a
50 overhang (Figure 5A–C).

Intermediate level activation energy. Activation energy for
IL transitions did not change for the 9 bp(C/ab)�G, and
modestly increased for the 9 bpC�(G/ab), compared to
9 bpC�G (Table 5). The 50 A or 50 T overhang stabilized
IL by 3 or 5 kcal/mol relative to the 9 bpC�G. The IL activa-
tion energy values for DNA molecules with a 30 nucleotide in
the terminal position, 10 bp-�A and 10 bp-�T, were compara-
ble to hairpins with Watson–Crick base pairs at the terminus,
10 bpA�T (solid line, Figure 5A) and 10 bpT�A (solid line,
Figure 5B). The largest change in activation energy was for
10 bpT�A and 10 bp-�A, where Ea for each molecule
increased by �10 kcal/mol. Similarly, 10 bpA�T, 10 bpT�T
mismatch (solid line, Figure 5C), and 10 bp-�T each showed
�9 kcal/mol increase in Ea relative to the 9 bpC�G. These
differences in activation energy suggest that the terminal
30 end governs the IL conductance state while the 50 end
has minimal influence.

Upper level activation energy. Activation energy for
UL transitions increased by 2 kcal/mol for 9 bp(C/ab)�G,
and by 10 kcal/mol for 9 bpC�(G/ab), compared to
9 bpC�G (Table 5). The UL activation energies for the 50

overhang molecules 10 bpT�- and 10 bpA�- were unchanged
compared to 9 bpC�G, while the UL activation energies for
the 30 overhang molecules 10 bp-�A and 10 bp-�T were
greater by 5 or 7 kcal/mol. The UL activation energies for
10 bpA�T (solid line, Figure 5A), 10 bpT�A (solid line,
Figure 5B) and 10 bpT�T (solid line, Figure 5C) were greater
than for the DNA hairpins with 50 or 30 overhangs. The largest
change in UL activation energy was for 10 bpA�T, where Ea

increased by 16 kcal/mol. The activation energies for
10 bpT�A and 10 bpT�T increased by about 13 kcal/mol com-
pared to the 9 bpC�G. This suggests that the 30 terminal end is
also a determining factor for the UL conductance state Ea.

Lower level activation energy. Activation energy for
LL transitions increased 4 kcal/mol for 9 bp(C/ab)�G and
3 kcal/mol for 9 bpC�(G/ab), compared to 9 bpC�G
(Table 5). The LL activation energies for the 50 and the
30 overhang molecules were similar. The LL activation
energy for 10 bpT�- and 10 bpA�- increased by 8 or
5 kcal/mol, and 10 bp-�A increased by 8 kcal/mol compared
to 9 bpC�G. The only reduction in LL activation energy was
for 10 bp-�T, which decreased by about 1 kcal/mol. The LL
activation energies for 10 bpA�T (solid line, Figure 5A),
10 bpT�A (solid line, Figure 5B) and 10 bpT�T (solid line,
Figure 5C) were greater than for the DNA hairpins with
50 or 30 overhangs. The largest change in LL activation
energy was for 10 bpT�A, where Ea increased by about
28 kcal/mol. Other than the 10 bp-�T, activation energies
for LL transitions increased for all molecules. This indicates
a combined effect on the lower level activation energy from
both the 50 and 30 position.

DISCUSSION

In this study, we tested our proposed model describing
the molecular mechanism underlying how individual
DNA hairpin molecules cause unique ionic current gating

Table 5. Apparent activation energies in kcal/mol for 9–10 bp hairpins

Terminal nucleotide Ea (kcal/mol)
10 bpN�- 10 bp-�N

IL ! UL
9 bpC�G 18 ± 1.0
Abasic 18.0 ± 1.0 21.0 ± 2.0
T 23.2 ± 0.5 26.3 ± 1.4
A 20.9 ± 1.2 28.3 ± 1.2
T--T 27.5 ± 1.4
TA 28.4 ± 0.7
AT 25.9 ± 1.7

IL  UL! LL
9 bpC�G 13 ± 1.0
Abasic 15.0 ± 1.0 23.0 ± 2.0
T 14.5 ± 0.9 21.5 ± 0.8
A 13.3 ± 2.9 17.5 ± 1.9
T--T 24.0 ± 1.5
TA 25.7 ± 1.2
AT 29.0 ± 2.0

LL ! UL
9 bpC�G 15 ± 1.0
Abasic 19.0 ± 1.0 18.0 ± 1.0
T 22.6 ± 2.0 13.3 ± 1.4
A 20.4 ± 2.5 22.7 ± 1.8
T--T 30.7 ± 1.3
TA 43.7 ± 1.4
AT 36.6 ± 2.8

Errors represent SE at 99% confidence level. Each value was calculated from at
least three experiments, where each experiment contained�3000 conductance
events.
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A

B

C

Figure 5. Reaction coordinate plots showing apparent activation energies for transitions among 10 bp hairpin conductance states (plots were generated using
Table 5 data). The plots compare transitions between IL, UL and LL for 10bp N�N (solid line), 10 bp N�- (dashed line), and 10 bp-�N (dotted line) hairpins.
(A) 10 bpA�T, 10 bpA�- and 10 bp-�T hairpins; (B) 10 bpT�A, 10 bpT�- and 10 bp-�A hairpins; (C) 10 bpT�T, 10 bpT�- and 10 bp-�T hairpins.
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signatures when captured in the vestibule of the alpha-
hemolysin nanopore. Here we refine our model for the
general gating mechanism, and further explore possible
explanations.

Depth of pore vestibule probed with
angstrom-resolution

We predicted that hairpins �10 bp or longer would span the
pore vestibule, and that detection of differences may be most
sensitive to the terminus because of proximity to the strongest
part of the potential field. The resistance profile results of
3–12 bp hairpin conductance states suggest that when cap-
tured, duplex DNA physically extends from the mouth toward
the limiting aperture. The smooth curve fit suggests that the
same mechanism accounts for the ionic current blockade
caused by all lengths of duplex DNA hairpin molecules.
The asymptote at �10 bp length suggests that this is the
length at which the hp stems spans the distance from the
vestibule mouth to the limiting aperture. If this is true, then
when a 9–10 bp hairpin molecule is captured, the terminal
base pair is placed within angstroms of the limiting aperture.
Our results showing that DNA hairpins with 9–12 bp stems
produce a characteristic four-conductance-state gating pattern
when captured in the pore suggests that DNA in this range
interacts similarly within the strongest portion of the potential
field [i.e. within one radius of the limiting aperture (47)].

Comparison of several alternative models shows that the
most likely explanation is the interaction of the terminal bp
with residues within the channel vestibule. Three options
may explain the gating patterns: (i) the flexibility of the
duplex DNA, where DNA molecules with fewer than 9 bp
may be too rigid to modulate the ionic current; (ii) extension
and retraction along the axis of some or all of the duplex
DNA stem or (iii) dynamic interactions between the DNA ter-
minus and protein, each temporary association lasting from
one or two to hundreds of milliseconds. The first two models
exclude DNA–protein interaction, and this requires that the
gating patterns be produced by DNA conformational changes
only. This could include DNA stretching induced by the
field—the stretching could shift the DNA between B-form
and A-form, with A-form allowing more current to flow.
This, however, would be expected to produce a two-state
blockade. In the second option, the DNA stretching could
induce unstacking between base pairs, in which case we
would predict multiple blockade states corresponding to
each combination of unstacked base pairs. If this were the
mechanism, however, we would also anticipate multiple
blockade states within events caused by hairpins shorter
than 9 bp. With either of these mechanisms, it is difficult to
explain how the observed gating occurs only for hairpins
9–12 bp in length, or how the duration of states would be
significantly altered by changes to the terminal nucleotides.
The results of this study are consistent with the third option,
where the conductance states observed with 9 and 10 bp
hairpins are due to specific orientation and binding states of
the DNA duplex in the pore vestibule, without significantly
altering the global structure of the molecule. This model is
further supported by the following. Proteins and DNA under-
go thermal fluctuations on the same microsecond-to-second
time scale we observed for the gating transitions (48,49).

The conformational changes occurring in the DNA and
DNA–protein interactions do not have to be large to cause
the gating transitions observed. A range of motion occurring
within 0.5–1.0 s is sufficient to have significant affects on
the energetics of ion permeation (50). Additionally, the DG
values determined are consistent with DNA configurational
changes and protein–DNA interactions (51,52).

Our model states that the 30 and 50 ends interact with the
protein channel with distinct mechanisms, individually and
in combination, to produce the three millisecond time scale
conductance states of a single 9 bp DNA hairpin molecule
blockade. These changes may or may not be sensitive to
the calculated bulk free energy of each molecule. We tested
this by varying the 30 and 50 ends individually as single
nucleotide overhangs and together as base pairs to determine
the contribution from each and to determine whether the con-
tributions are additive or synergistic in any way. We expected
50 and 30 ends to produce a difference even with the same
charge or nucleotide because of the different geometrical
orientation of each end. We also expected different residues
at the same end to have different interactions.

We found that the 30 and 50 ends individually produced dif-
ferent changes to the ionic current gating signatures, indicat-
ing that a different type of interaction occurs between each
end and the protein channel under the potential field. When
the individual contributions of the 30 and 50 end are compared
with the gating signature of the corresponding terminal base
pair, the changes are not additive, but appear to be synergistic
for at least the lower level. The LL changes correlate directly
with the free energy differences among the base paired mole-
cules, but not among the molecules with single nucleotide
overhangs. The UL and IL each appear to be dominated by
the interaction of 30 end, even when the base pair is present.
The conductance state changes for UL and IL do not directly
correlate with the free energy differences among the mole-
cules. There is not a direct relationship between the change
in the nucleotide composition and change in gating signal.

IL, UL and LL

Kinetic analysis of the ionic current gating patterns showed
that the dwell time pattern for each DNA hairpin molecule
examined was unique and distinguishable from the others.
For each conductance state, trends in the affect from altering
the terminal position were discernable. We interpret the
duration in a conductance state as reflecting the stability of
that state (53). Overall, the dwell times for UL, IL and LL
for the 10 bp hairpins with Watson–Crick base pairing
along the stem were nearly all greater than values obtained
for the 9 bpC�G and corresponding overhang hairpins.
Among the three conductance states UL, IL and LL, dwell
time changes differed in magnitude. LL dwell times changed
more than IL or UL, indicating that LL is more sensitive to
nucleotide orientation and identity.

For the intermediate level, hydrogen bonding between
terminal nucleotides appears to have minimal affect.
Although the mismatch TT with reduced H-bonding produced
IL with shorter duration than did the terminal base pairs, this
may be due to destabilizing affect of T in the 50 position
rather than lack of H-bonding. Future work to test the
mismatch C:C could determine whether this effect is
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pyrimidine-dependent, or specific to the thymine. We
conclude that in addition to the electrostatic interactions
that are an important part of IL stability, the ribose sugar
and nucleotide also modulate the stability. These results pro-
vide experimental evidence that the 30 end is more available
to interact with the pore interior when the hairpin is in the
IL-producing conformation.

Our model predicted that UL corresponds to the DNA
molecule desorbing from the pore, orienting along the central
axis of the channel, and allowing more current to flow. We
would expect that increasing the charge at the terminus
would favor DNA orientation along the central axis, and
thus increase the duration of UL conductance state. Because
our model predicted that this state does not depend on inter-
actions between the pore and the DNA, we also would expect
that UL duration would be less dependent on base pair iden-
tity or orientation. Our results show that the terminal
hydrogen-bonded base pair has a much greater affect than
phosphate, abasic or nucleotide overhangs, and reveal a slight
dependence on the presence of charge and structure in the
30 position. The presence of the nucleotide base may reduce
tUL by altering the interaction between the DNA backbone
and the ionic current. These results remain consistent with
our model of the UL, where the DNA molecule is not directly
interacting with the vestibule.

Our model predicted that LL is dependent on base pair
identity and orientation, due to interaction of both the
30 and 50 ends of the DNA terminus with amino acid residues
within the pore vestibule. In our investigation here, we found
that the phosphate charge and abasic affected LL durations
differently depending on the side on which they were present.
The magnitude of duration changes were much greater than
those observed for the other conductance states. These results
are consistent with our model, where both ends interact with
the protein.

The difference in conductance level amplitude between IL
and LL may be due the geometry of the DNA molecule.
In the 3D structure of an ideal 10–12 bp B-form dsDNA
hairpin, the 30 end has a negative inclination of several
degrees from the helix axis (54) (http://www.imb-jena.de/
ImgLibDoc/nana/IMAGE_NASP.html). This asymmetric
orientation means that an interaction between the limiting
aperture and the 50 end or the 30 end could causes the mole-
cule to block the flow of ionic current differently. We propose
that the IL conductance state results when the 30 end asso-
ciates with the limiting aperture, and the 50 end remains
unbound and does not have sufficient length to influence
the strong field at the limiting aperture. Alternatively, if the
50 end binds at or near the limiting aperture, the 30 end is
within angstroms of the limiting aperture, and therefore in
the range to interact with amino acid residues. This causes
a greater current blockade since both ends influence the cur-
rent flow which we observe as the LL conductance state.

To summarize the model, the UL results from the DNA
hairpin residing unbound in the pore vestibule, the IL conduc-
tance state is due to the 30 end of a duplex interacting with the
amino acids at or near the limiting aperture of the protein,
while the LL conductance state is a consequence of DNA–
protein interactions with both 50 and 30 ends.

One explanation for the ion channel sensitivity to nucleot-
ide composition may be the interaction of nucleotide-specific

DNA conformational changes with the specific residues at the
channel limiting aperture that are responsible for the
channel’s slight anionic selectivity (55). The pair of two
charged residues, E111 and K147, form the highest energetic
barrier located in the narrowest part of the channel (36). Site-
directed mutagenesis has also demonstrated the role of these
residues in ion selectivity (56,57). Because these residues
define the limiting aperture, and regulate the anion selectiv-
ity, it may be these residues that influence the stability, or
durations, of the conductance states caused by DNA hps
captured in the pore vestibule.

An additional consideration is the degree to which a
captured DNA molecule may organize water molecules in
the pore. While water in the unoccupied pore is essentially
bulk phase (35,36), captured DNA occupies volume within
the vestibule, and alters the charge distribution along the
axis of the channel. The organization of water molecules by
the spine of the DNA may affect current conductance while
the hairpin molecule moves among the proposed configura-
tions in the vestibule. However, for this to be true, the global
change in water molecule organization along the DNA mole-
cule would have to also be influenced by the terminus
composition, because differences in conductance correspond
to local differences at the DNA hp terminus.

It is striking that seemingly minor changes in hairpin asso-
ciation with the pore can produce such significant effects on
ionic conductance. In this regard, it is interesting to compare
the gating effects demonstrated here with those observed in
ligand-gated ion channels of biological membranes, such as
the acetylcholine, GABA, NMDA and glycine receptors
that mediate synaptic neurotransmission [for references and
nucleic acid and protein sequences, see (58)]. For instance,
the acetylcholine receptor contains five protein subunits that
form a transmembrane pore. When acetylcholine binds to
the receptor, the configuration of the transmembrane portion
is altered in such a way that the pore opens and allows
sodium ions to flow down an electrochemical gradient across
the membrane and into the cell.

It is not yet understood how small changes in pore geome-
try alter the conductance of AChR or other ligand-gated
receptors. However, structural information can accelerate
the understanding of structural and functional relationships
(59). By analogy, we might think of the hemolysin heptamer
as a receptor for DNA hairpins. Here, the vestibule is the
binding site and the hairpin is the ligand. Because the geome-
tries of the hemolysin pore and hairpin are known at atomic
resolution from X-ray diffraction studies, it may be possible
to use the hemolysin–hairpin interaction to better understand
how subtle changes in molecular architecture of a channel
can precisely control ionic current through the pore.

CONCLUSION

We conclude that the alpha-hemolysin nanopore detection of
differences among individual DNA molecules may be more
sensitive than other methods to DNA terminus dynamics.
This includes nucleotide and base pair conformation and
specific components that contribute to individual molecule
stability, such as stacking and hydrogen bonding. The
nanopore is sensitive to more features than we can currently
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explain with simple bulk phase description of the kinetics and
thermodynamics. Further analysis of the contributions to sta-
bility may be necessary to determine completely the molecu-
lar interactions that can explain the blockade gating patterns
produced.

Taken together, the conductance states’ dwell time
responses for DNA hairpins captured in the alpha-hemolysin
vestibule show that every single terminal nucleotide overhang
influences at least one of the conductance states. The location
of the nucleotide, either on the 50 or 30 end, governs transi-
tions among conductance states. The dwell time and apparent
activation energy results support a model wherein IL is due to
the 30 end of the DNA hairpin interacting with amino acids at
or near the limiting aperture, UL is due to an unbound
orientation along the central axis of the channel, and LL
results from interactions of both the 30 and 50 end at or near
the limiting aperture. Our proposed explanation for DNA-
modulated ionic current in an ion channel detector is intended
to provide further context for predicting and interpreting
DNA detection using nanopore detectors. Because the
alpha-hemolysin ion channel structure is known, and the
molecular structure of DNA is well characterized, this system
may also prove useful as a model of ligand-gated ion
channels.
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